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Introduction activity 

Discuss with the class what an amphitheatre is: 

 

‘Ancient Roman amphitheatres were large central performance  spaces surrounded by ascending 

seating, and were commonly used for spectator sports; these compare more closely to modern open-

air stadiums. They were given this name because their shape resembled that of two theatres joined 

together. Ancient Roman amphitheatres were major public venues, circular or oval in shape, and 

used for events such as gladiator combats, chariot races, venationes (animal slayings) and 

executions. About 230 Roman amphitheatres have been found across the area of the Roman Empire. 

They are distinguished from circuses, from hippodromes (which were usually rectangular and built 

mainly for racing events) and from stadia, built for athletics.’ (Source Wikipedia) 

 

Explain that there was an amphitheatre built by the Romans in London and watch the ‘Follow the 

curve of the arena’ video explaining where the Guildhall is located in London and by using the 

‘Investigating the Roman amphitheatre resource’.  

Explain that the dark grey line on the floor of Guildhall Yard represents where the curved wal l of the 

arena would have been. 

Show the Guildhall site located here. This shows some interesting views of the curved arena wall and 

provides a downloadable guide to support the class’s investigations.  

Explain that it was possible to work out how far the curved wall would have extended and we know its 

size from the actual remains of the arena wall still intact. It has been possible to draw a plan to show 

how large the arena actually was. 

Explain that the arena was where the action took place and that the amphitheatre is the name for the 

whole building including the arena, the seating and the rooms and buildings all contained within the 

oval shape. 

Show the ‘Amphitheatre image resource’ and the ‘Colosseum image resource’ and ask the class to tell 

you the differences between the two buildings that had the same purpose but were very different.  

Main part of the lesson 

In this lesson the class are going to be investigators.  

Explain that in this lesson you want them to watch the video that is called ‘Investigate the curved wall 

of the arena and learn about how many the amphitheatre would have seated’.  

http://www.guildhallartgallery.cityoflondon.gov.uk/GAG/AboutUs/AboutTheAmphitheatre.htm
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As they are watching, explain that you want them to jot down notes about anything that they find 

interesting or something they never knew before about the arena and the amphitheatre. There are 

many interesting facts to be found in this video. 

From their original notes that they jotted down, the class can then select facts that they think are the 

most interesting and ask them to use j2E located in the LGfL content grid to create a poster of these 

facts. They can include the facts gathered from watching the two videos and also facts perhaps that 

they have learnt if they have completed some of the gladiator activities.  

They might want to create a poster that is advertising an event at the amphitheatre encouraging 

people to come and watch. 

Plenary 

Ask the class to show their posters and discuss the facts that they discovered and thought were 

interesting.  

Discuss as a class what an event would be like if, at any one time, a third of the town’s population 

were at an event in the amphitheatre in London – it held roughly a third of London’s population at 

the time.  

Discuss how this shows us how popular going to watch events in the arena must have been. What 

would it be like nowadays if a third of the population of London all went to watch an event at the 

same time? 


